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tAbstract
WAI tter-antimatter annihilation is an attractive energy source to consider
4
for the propulsion of future spacecraft. Annihilation produces considerably
mart , ene o ryy per unit- mask of propellent then any other known moreno of energy
production.
Aside from the problem of the production of antimatter in the amounts
required, an antimatter annihilation rocket requires several systems and
connponentN that are unique to Its nnture. Among those are an antimatter
storage system, a means to extract the antimatter from storage, a system to
traina;imrt Cho aintimntler Lo the rocket engine, and Lite engine whervin
annihilation occurs and thrust is produced.
Concepts upon W111 h Lite design of l' hese systems and component s might be
based are presented and discussed.
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r1.	 introduction
The U1101hUaLioI1 of muttcsr through contact with antimatter produces more
energy per unit oaks than any other means of energy production. This fact has
^#k
led to numerous suggestions that matter-antimatter annihilation be considered
as a meths of propelling future Kpacceraft 111 121 131 (4)•
It is the purpose of thLs paper to present rae results of a particular
1lnc oT work conducted over t1 ►e last several years, iR which some of the	 y
pro;aiems involved in the conceptual design of an antimatter annihilation
rocket Iv►ve been explained. Ideas are proposed upon which designs; of some of
the major components of suc ift a rocket might be based. Included are rocket
inotorn Ii i wllich r ► nn11111 al. ion hake s place rind OIL% annl III I1ILIon energy 11.
converted to thrust.
	 '
To achle've rocket propulsion through annihilation at least the following
must be accomplished; (1) the production of substantive antimatter in at least
mi I Llgram quantities, (2) storage of the antimatter in the rocket, (3) UXLrac.-
Lion u►I a con LioulAU basis of tIK: antimatter from Storage, (4) Lruilbfurr,ai of
IIie slid IwaLIor Lo LIW M10 Ili I NIL I on region, (')) 1411ni111111LIM11, tlflcl (0) c'011VOCH1'M
of the annihilation energy to rocket thrust. In the following sections
concelAn ill vrarious degrees of de-1.41.1 are presented for achloving iLemS (2)
through (6) along with discussions of remaining problems. In addition
elements of the underlying physics are discussed. Item (1) has been dealt
with by others 151; it will not be considered here.
A bre:14 :►mount of detailed research Is required before the design of ao r
antimatter annihilation rocket could actually be attempted. Such research
would go well beyond the scope of the work presented here. In this article
i
{ I	 1
'lo({ 1 111 ( l il y It; I ll M-L Furth stli,K 1 lileall and conceptii thlit play Ito relewlul: Lo Use
dutilj,u of Use 1114,1ur uiilque c+ullipulleiiLs of ouch a rueltuL. Tliuuo Ldeas mid
('iluc • i , l ► 1 r ► ii ry (ii ltrlintied wi ll vnryliig levol y of completitiess 1 ► nd w'iLil rvilil(nl liq.,
LIML varieu f ruin quaILLUtive to quantitative.
I	 ti hotpoil Ilial I I i I n work w i ll Ili , p;i rl ill' it hiltilii 1'ur rui tire rv iit , xl rch tl1
it ruont dvW i lod and u inure complete nature. 	 i
1.	 AIILil1MLLeC
/llil I two i Il'1{ Iii 1'1111111ioneil i1r	 rlllillilllielliill	 11;11'11i . 11 , ti ,jliliL it it	 iii Ill. I11l 'r. 	 Tht-1.1{
"untipurLicicu" are Llic uimplcut form of antimatter, Fur nearl y every lynx: of
I	 I it 1	 I1;11 , 1 11{ 11{	 1 Ill , l'1 , 	ill it	 1 1111'14{iI111111(I 	.4j.	 I ylov 111 ' 	1' IU141i11tivill it I	 ;l Ill i -
pitni,cle. The only exceptions are certain pat,,'Licluu, such us 014 photuil 1111(+
11 1 °111 I'd I Ili 1114{1illll (sieve ril l 1)1 t ill ).	 1I' dill I rlil rt 1 v 1i t s; l'or Ilovi1(' ('llli I il lov
)f
produced, Llsey would be identical to the particleu themselves, so there Lis no
1i
114-t{d lllr it dinLillc'Lboll bultsU wide. All 1t1IL1purLl",;le is idWIL14i11 Lu Itb
c{(,rr^^l,l,uu(1. ► ll; 11il.rti^:L^^ tit ce8liCsA Lu a ittimUcc of proponl(J6, a-.li. wut:a.	 lL I:^
I Ill{ 401 0 101 it, I Il ,
 0'"Nllill , l'11U1 'L 	L4) 1111 , i't ► rl'mil ► laid 1110 0 11441'ij jv146 	 111 t4{1'Id1i ill	 ,l	 14{ti
i.
properties. The most notable of these iu electric eltarge. In fact, for every
lyl" . (11 1'ititl'I;l'll por"1 i" i 4 01e.4'41 Is it Lype ur illlLLp;irL. eJv WILT! (01)111110t4 , V1'11411`)"v
ailil k1ciaic:at nautl.
Tliv b141i1L ii1ilitorl (till prllpei'Ly UI, a llLJ.l)i ► rl.lcaeK [i)r Use prl!1iC ill purpotivt. Iii
lluil. UoVy MlllihiliiAc WLLll parLicieu. hi the iuiuilitlaL'ion ruiiction a larj;u
1 1'i1c l !toil i/1' 0,04 . il ► i6 rill lluili;i ill i:tlilvri'Le d L41 visurIly.	 The ciierliy produc'Liolt
lui l(,W;1 .I illlAu 1ll'U equaLiul ► i, L	 w2, w1jurc. I is the energy prudticud, rl is
Lh(s moat allttillLlaLUd (iltitial minus filial MUSS), anal C Lu the veluc Ly of
11j;1.4L. Pirttter-antiilatlRcr annihilation produces itiuch more enemy for a givL:r1
lr► LL Iiil Li ► Liil MISS Lhan any oiler currently known process, including Cu.liclll
iulll r i 1;tci.utt.	 ,
i
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Antiprotons, antineutrons, and antielectrons (positrons) can ,loin
tuguthur 4u iursas un4inuclel, antiatoms, and antimolecules in exactly the same
way that the corresponding particles can form nuclei, atoms, and molecules. A
collection of very large numbers of antiatoms and/or antimolecules in the form
of a gas, liquid, or solid can be termed substantive antimatter (or
antisubstance). The simplest form of substantive antimatter is antihydrogen.
This Is composed of molecules which consist of two antihydrogen atoms each.
Ea<y h of these antiatoms consists of an antiproton (itself an antinucleub in
tl)is case) with a positron (antiolectron) bound to it.
Antiparticles and simple antinuclei have been produced in the laboratory
by particle accelerators and are found In primary and secondary cosmic nays;.
Arntiatoms have not been produced in the laboratory although they probably
could he, In small numbers, with presently available moans. 5ubHtianti.Vu
antimatter might exist somewhere in the universe (antigalaxies perhaps),
although this might be doubtful on some theoretical grounds. There is no
c.urrunt ubs.urvaGionai evidence: for its ct ►smological existence.
3.	 Annihilation
Matter-ranLIWaLU r unnitillation occurK on the part icle-antiparLIc14
level. Annihilation occurs when the particle and corresponding antiparticle:
come sufficiently close so that the distance between them is about equal to
their linear sixes or less. Annihilation can also occur between a particle
and an rant i p:ars.Ic le of an otherwise different nature, but the probability of
annihilation is irenerally less for the same interparticle distance. Examples
of annihilation reactions of particular concern here are
p+p-••n +n- +no
and	 ^:- + ^e ^
-^ 2x
(t)
N
In (1) a positively charged proton (p) and a negatively charged
antiproton (j) annihilate to produce a positive, a negative, and A neutral
plun. In C0 an election (a- ) and a positron (e+) annihilate to produce
two	 rii}vh (1f). ProductK other than those shown for (1) and (2) are nlso
possible. In (1) additional pions and/or other mesons he.avier than the pion
may ht ,
 prtidtit setl. Tht , plonn nod ether mesons eventually decay into other
particles including muons (jA ) and antimuons (µ)o which also decay, and
ymomi.% rnyk. The final productK of p-p annihilation are clectronK, positrons,
neutrinos, and gamma rays. Gamma rays may be produced directly, but such an
uccurco nce Is rel-KiVOly very unlikely. If the electrons and positrons from
this process can be brought together to annihilate, then the only remaining
products are neutrinos and gamma rays. In (2) higher numbers of gamma's may
also be produced, although tlx: likelihood of this is quite low.
Reaction (1) involves a total mass energy of 1877 Mev. About 60% of this
I n I t i;j I ly J I ouh into the	 sstic energy of tlx; charged mesons (nearly all
pions). Later this number will be seen to be important in regard to how much
of the p-p annihilation energy may be used for rocket thrust,, The total muss
energy in reaction (2) is about 1 Mev. This energy gocc entirely into the
energy of the gammas.
Particle-antiparticle reactions such as (l) and (2) form only a portion
of the reactions that are Important for matter-antimatter annihilation as it
Is likely to occur in a rocket. This is because the minimum useful amounts of
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Antimatter, small in some,Ippli4tltions, are large e;iuu h relative to the
weigh4 fit Lhu ruckus too Wiut Lho use of unLiuwttur stored in Li ►e guru► 01. trVu
antiparticles (a.g, antiparticles in a storage ring within the rocket) is
prububly nui: feasible. it will probably be necessary to use substantive
antima tter. and for case of handling this will probably be in solid form.
When substantive antimal : ter is involved in a controlled annihilation
process, it is necessary for certain atomic scale reactions to take place in
order that annihilation of the nucleus and antinucleus occur 161 (!j. It is
the nucleus-antinuclaus annihilation that produces, by Ear, the most energy In
Lille annihilation of ►ratter and antimatter. These reactions bring a nucleus
(e.g., p) and ;in a ntinuclaus (e.g., p) close enough to one another for
annihilation to take place. Examples of 'such reactions involving; antiprotons
rain --items of hydrogen ( N) and antihydrogen ( h1) are
p + t1--r-Pa + a	 (3)
and	 it + 11- 1-Pn + Ps,	 (1+ )
where Pn, protonium, is an atom which is a bound state of a proton and an
^ ► r ► t1l,rUt,u ►► , a ►►d PS, JWSs Lroniuu► , is an atop WhLeh in a bound SLULu of a ►►
electron and a positron. In reaction (4) it is possible to obtain unbound
e + e+ instead of Ps. The p and p in Pn and the a and a+ in Ps
annihilate in times on the order of microseconds or less once the Pn and Ps
are formed. The cross sections for reactions (3) and (4), which occur at
incident energies of one reactant on the other from zero to about 1 ev, are
known and have energy dependent values that lie between ordinary atomic areas
and a few tens of times as great for energies in the thermal range. Estimates
7^
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of these crass sections are given in references (6), [7), and ($) along with
cruse UuaLlu ►►s Luc CUCLU ln 001411r reactants. The cross +suction for reUCLI.o ► i
(3) Is shown In fig. 1.
4.	 Antimatter Storage
It can be readily demonstrated that substantive antimatter cannot be
stored in any wry In which It is Allowed to come into contact with ►matter.
Hare "contact" refers t ,) situations in which atoms of matter and antimatter
can coins, closer than about 20 or 30 Bohr radii from one ru ►other, which is Lhe
case in all ordinary means of storage. For even milligram quantities of
uub g tr ► ntive ontimnt'ter, contact with matter will, lead, at least, to electron-
positron annihilation. This will, at least, produce intolerable heating in
5
: ►ny surroundhnp, ►nntt( o r in addition to vnpori xa tion and deplaLlon of Ole
z
antimatter.
Hence. ordinary iiiethods of matter utoraLte are not feasible for
unt.twal . lur. T I W uneimattur must be stored by suspending; it elecLrumal;nCL-•
ica^t ly	 1 ►.i1,,1 ► va ► c ►^ew^ 6001 US ^mrAy Ire found .In lm^terplr g netnry
 space 111. 0110
such possibility is illustrated in Figure 2. Two sectioned, curved plates of
uJ)J)0 1LC Chtfiri;u r ► huut, 10 cm apart pruvide an electrLe field that Suspends u
charged sphere of solid antihydrogen. It is presumed that gravity or rocket
acceleration forces on the sphere act downward in the figure. The charge on
the plates may be adjusted to balance these forces. If the sphere and curved
Plates are charged to 100,000 writs, the suspension forces arc sufficient to
cuuntvr an upward acceleration of 3g (S - 9. 8 m/s 2 ). The nebat>ve charge on
the ant hydrogen sphere might be accomplished by ultraviolet irradiation of
the sphere in an electric field. This would cause positrons to escape from
the sphere, leaving behind an excess of negatively charged antiprotons.
N
S
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The fora of the electrical field produced by the curved electrodes is
auc:ll LI11AL a puLAL ul sLable equilibrium exists for the sphere In Lhu verLLCUL
direction. This reduces the precision by which the voltage on the plates must
be controlled to keep the sphere near the center. No such equilibrium exists
In the horizontal direction, however. 'Here rho forces tending to move the
sphere away from the center position are less than in the vertical direction.
Tts Horizontal po O Lion can probably be adequately controlled by adjusting the
voltages on the plate sections in a horizontally asymetr c manner.
The posi I. inn of the kpheree could be sensed by the use of microwaves of
sufficiently low intensity that they would have no significant effect on the
r;alId a#)tihydrnl;e-n.
Even in the case of suspension of antimatter in a nearly perfect vacuum
thero are potential problems with unwanted annihilation. Whereas the msitter
in the vicinity of the antimatter can be chosen to have a aq.oligsbic
nubllmutiort raLe, Lhin tray not be true of tie: antimatter (assumed Lo bu 6011d
lur u-auu ul e;unpunsluu). 'i'hu uubLLmu?4 an&iatoivu can unnLULlaLu wLLh uLuius ul'
s evarby mr ► LLer. The., r; ► tu of I&CUL I)CO00CLl0i), WIU%.ln Lhe vist.11aaLter due: 0) nlit,li
annihilations is
of f A
W a	 1--	 x lOG	 calories(5a
mole sec.'
where w is the number of moles of antimatter, n is the number of antiatoms per
anLimolecule, f  Is the fraction of the volid angle surrounding the suspended
antimatter that Is taken up by matter, f2 is the fraction of the
annii► ilation energy deposited in the antimatter, A is the lesser of the atomic
numbers of the matter and anitmatter and T is the mean lifetime against
evaporation of the antimatter in years. For the case of one gram of solid
antlhydrugen equation (5) becomes
9	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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r 1
M
J - r1 - x 106 	cal--- °^	 (b)
.r	 sec.
To "intain the antimatter at a constant temperature requires an anurgy
1aso rate from the ;antimatter equal to W. Assuming; the 1049 mechanism to be
thermal radiation, and applying the Stephan-lloltzman law for total thermal
ra4i nt i on from n black body to a one gram sphere of antihydrogen at its
kreezing pint ( 140K), the energy loss is
W - 1.4 x 10-6 
cal .	
(7)
goes
whuru Lieu iuuriii LeuilJera4Ure ui thu SUCruU11dilig iws baulk Lakulk w 4u uuuuL
40K. This is about the minimum that can be achieved in space through
.pamslve aeans; swell  as shielding. Combining equations (6) and ( 7) gives
,r • C 1 rl x 7 x 1011 years	 (B)
LuwurinZ Liss wean i.uiapr"rature of tlx: surroundings to loss than 4°K would
have M 1 Ll Ie U f fecL 1'isr OW Aii4 hydrugen aL 14oK.
By making the region around the antihydrogen mostly open space it alight
be pur; siblu Lo uwktt f, us low as 10-2 and by oLnimixing the slie of Ulu
electrodes and moving them farther from the spherethan shown in Fig. 2 (with
currespund ingly great r voltages) It alight be possible to make f 2 as low au
10-5 . A possible form of the resulting suspension mechanism that might
accompli sh tlsube valui:s of f l and f2 is shown in Fig. 3. Uurc a shield
has bue:n added to provide at least some protection against micrometerites if
such should be nuedt d. Although it is clear from the figure that guomeLricelly
f 1
 is not 110-2, the came effect might be accomplished bythe arrangement
of surface angles so that sublimed antiatoms or antimoiccules strike the
10	 ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
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ksurfocen at very small angles leading to a high probability of their
rul l uct iut ► .
With tivc values of f i and f2 &'Von above Eq- i8? ,Sivas T% 1Qs years.
hough eaiculurlons bamed on the known vapor prossuro of solid hydrogen at lour
temperatures tndi ccte that this in several orders of magnitudes grouter than th o
mean lifetime eogainst sublimation that can be expected of solid antihydrogan
at 140K in a va cuum. Lowering the temperature of th+ antihydrogen to near
absolute zero and surrounding it by mutter at a distance of several meters
flint IN actively refrigerated to n temperature even closer to absolut e zero
might help. This is because the sublimation rate decreases .faster as the
temperntore Is lowerod below 140K that does the rate 0 energy loss through
radiation.
A b(-ttvr solotion to th ► K problem might possibly be obu ► ined Chroulti ►
active refrigeration of the suespended antihydrogen by an electromagnetic
moans. This is done" with some forma of matter in certain areas of
eXI)Urltuu 11 ta1, tow tt:wpurature physics. This possibility has not bean
invt^r► t ii;r ► t+.Fti, but 010ta ► Id It prove feasible a much higher rule of hutll 11iy, duk.
to annihilation might be allowed. This3, coupled with the lower temperature of
t1o., antil►ydrogen, could lead to value$ of r that aru tolerable In regard to
the annihilation energy produced and in regard to avoiding any significant
doplutlun of the antlhydrogen
Another solution, of course, would be to employ a heavier antimatter
element than antthydrogen that would have a very long lifetime against
sublimation in the solid state. However, such an element would, undoubtedly,
be much wort: difficult to produce.
F
F
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4	 5.	 Extraction and Transport of the Antimatter
in LhLu suction a description is given of a method by which antimul3ur
may he continually withdrawn from storage and transported to othar portions of
Lhu rocket. The faavt ia lit,y of this method for accomplishing withdrawal and
transport i ► t elemr►etstrnted only on it nemlcluantftntive hasio.
'Chet principal physical features associated with the method are depicted
In Fig. 2. Tiles ongootic field whown there to produced by and is inside of it
solenoid which is not shown.
l:xtracetion of the antiprotons occurs at cite topmost point of tiles
antihydrogen sphere in the figure and extraction of the positrons at the
lowest point,
	
let both eilsiure oxtracaistn. it; ac:complishatl by direttkini
electromagnetic energy with roughly the wavelength of ultraviolet light at
tht.-NO I)OInte;. For extretcting Lite antiprotona the Intesnt,Ity, wavulenf th, and
cross section of the aloe tromagno tic light be&* are chosen so that molecules
of antihydrogun are. clj#}Loged from the surface and at the same timo ionized
ie► tt► free antiprotranu and noultrone. For extracting the positrons LItu
int.+e►bitY, wrevuiu ►►I;tle O and buaw Cruuu uuest.ie ►n UtU 4:1 ,10sun a►o thr ► 4 WOY
ionization occurs. The positrons become free;, but the antiprotona remain
hound to Lite sphere.
At the top the free antiprotons are accelerated upward by the electric
field and continue into the antiproton transport region while being guided
that way by tite magnetic field. The associated positrons are drawn by titre
e l ez t rI c field back unto the uphere. At the bottom the frees positrons a..'e.-
drawn downward by the electric field into the positron transport region 4J16-
being guided that way by the magnetic field.
Depending on the voltage required for suspension, the energy of the
extracted antiprotons will be between a Few tens and a few hundreds of kev.
12
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With sufficiently strong magnetic and electric field# it should be possible to
d ► rucL Lhum Lu Lhu rUL;kuL unginu with litLiu, if any, loss In thuLr numbur.
However, for Annihilation to occur with the nuclei of natter (to be discussed	 4
In Lhu toliowing section) their energy rust be reduced to about i ev or lusts
(ace Suction 3) while smoking the cross section of their beam be on the order
of 10 cur or less. 'rho means to accomplish this energy reduction has not been
invoutigated.
The pouitruns ai%^ directed by the magnetic field and, it necessary,
vivclrie ftuldm to tin auxiliary electric power generator (I). Here they
impinge upon matter wherein they annihilate with electrons. The gamma rays
pp rodkicod by reaction (2) (awnut will have an energy of about 1 1 2 mov.) 11asu
Lhruugh Al saarIUV of metal plates where they disloge electrons through compton
ticat Lori ng. Tho reuuiting charge on the plates is the uuurco of aiuci ric1Ly
produced by the auxiliary power generator.
6.	 koukuL MOLur WI L11 if Mali VoLueLLy LxhuusL
ThruriL Cr MIOL Ire produced from wuLLur-a4iclauttur aoi0 ai laLloo by tiho ily
feeding matter and antimatter into an ordinary rocket engine where they
runnibl into, ass fug ) and oxtdLvur are food into the rocku;: engine or a cli iaLe ai
.rocket. There are two principal reasons for this.
First, in order to avoid unwanted annihilation of the antimatter while
passing into the engine, the antimatter must pass from a high vacuum in the
antimutter Lrunsfurrul byutes into at lease a fairly high vacuum in the
Interior of the engine. Without a vacuum in the engine, at least A
significant portion of the antimatter would annihilate immediately upon
entering and deposit an excessive amount of energy at the entrance point.
13'
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rSecond, the majority of the energy from annihilation would be deposited
Y	 uul,61,de Lisa ungtne. Whatever al4isentis of matter and antimatter are employed,
a significant portion ,4 the annihilation energy initially goes into charged
pions as in reaction (1). The distance these particles will travel before:
brink stopped In a gn ►s, whose density is on the order of atmospheric density,
Is very roughly (depending on the kind of gas) on the order of a .dew
kilometers 1 101. Thus they will pass out of the engine. In surrounding
solids their range will be very roughly on the order of a few .meters. The
MOWN, Inca which tinme of the charged Tons will decay, have still longer
ranges. The neutral pions produced by the annihilation have a very high
prohnhi! Ity or derayin, into gamon rays before they Internet with matter.
A type of rocket engine that ovarcomes these difficulties is shown in
Fig. 4 The m a in feature of the engine is Ghat, it employs; a non-uniform
magnetic field to direct the changed annihilation pions rearward from the
engine, the.eby providing thrust. The particular Lngine shown in the figure
Ls une which I ►as about the minimum possible size under the constrains tl ►ut
Lhe; 14491mu►n vt► lue of Magnel.lc field Is 500.000 gases and that aL 1.0411;c 40% or
the mass energy of the annihilating protons and antiprotons goes into directed
thrust,. As will ix: seven later theengine way have to be scaled up in size to
provide adequate thrust. Nevertheless, the engine shown embodies all of the
features, except, for magnetic field strength and scale, of 'Larger counterparts.
The magnetic field is produced by the turns of a coil that increase in
radius and separation from left to right in the figure. The spacing of the
turns Is arranged so that the magnetic field lines form straight lines, all of
which eminate from a common center on the engine axis 0.45 m to the left of
the engine. Within the field is a vacuum except for the antiproton beam, the
hydrogen beam, and the annihilation products.
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5The bean of antiprotons enter& iron the loft and collides at a right
aklglu WILIl a I youw of hydrogens atoms 	 ukolacules cowing frock below. Under the
assumptions that the two beams are of the same size and square in cross
44ctiun, that the hydrogen berm consists of atomso and that p - if elastic
scattering can be neglected the annihilation rate of the antiprotons, R, n , Is
given by
It	 - I In 
a- I h + e -IJltp + ;u(N + 10
p
 )a	 11
w  ic, re
(VF	 ^N Q(V
U	 VII + VTrhhV	 and 1/ (V2 + VII
	
r
I
and where: Rp and RH are the rates (number per unit time) at which
anLipr(AMIN 1111d II riLiuiva uoLur Lhe region, V and VII are LheLr VULucLLICH,
V is their relative velocity, h is the co'smon width of the two beams and w(V)
It; Lhe li-H ruarranguwunt scatturing cross section discussed In secLLun 3. Lf
R  and N are 2 x 1020
 particles or atoms per second (30 ampres), h is
IU ciu, and V eurceshundkt Lu a collision energy of 0.1 eV, thsail K a is such
that about 95% of the p beam is annihilated. The fraction of the hydrogen
riluuks Whose I'ruLuns are annlhilated would be the same. If elastic bcaLtering
were considered, then some of the antiprotons would be scattered out of the
region of LncersuctLon of the two beams and the fraction of antiprotons
annihilated would be less than 95%. This reduction could Le countered by
inak in8 tike cur unL and width /A the H beam greater. In this case the f tact Lon
of H atoms undergoing rearrangement and whose protons are therefore
annihilated, would be reduced, and a significant portion of them would pass
through the annihilation region. Nearly all of the H atoms passing through
could be captured and recycled into the beam of H atoms. Such a procedure
could, in fact, result in a nearly 100% annihilation of the antiprotons.
(9)
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f	 It may not be feasible to produce a 30 aopre beam of antiprotons, with a
:ruse suction of about 10 ca and an energy about equal to 0.1 ev, from u beam
whose initial energy would be on the order of a few hundred kev. A sign-
ificant reduction of the it current and/oe increase in beam size could overcome
this difficulty. However, to achieve the same annihilation rate as with 30
amperes and a 10 cm beam it would be necessry to employ multiple antiproton
and it atom beams and Increase the size of the annihilation region. In
addition it would be necessary to significantly increase the total current of
N atoms relative to the total current of antiprotons resulting In r larger
fraction that do not annihilate on the first time through.
The charged pion: produced by the p-p annihilation follow paths In the
magnetic field that may be described as follows. her each charged pion
produced there Is a unique imaginary surface ln, Clio shape of u cone. The
surface of this cone is tangent to the velocity vector of the pion at the
pion'b point of origin and Its vertex is at the common point where all of Litt-,
magnetic field lines would lntoruect If ti ►ey were t,ontinued to the left. TI,
verLVX ;1111,le ►► 1' the i uiw depends on Lite veiuclLy, charge, and ma nt, of Lite piuu
and on the strength of the magnetic field at the point of tangency. The
dynamics of Lite motion of the pion In the magnetic field confines Cho pion to
the surface of this cone. Actually two cones satisfying the above conditions
are present. The positive plons move on one and the negative pions on the
other. The path a pion takes on the conical surface is equivalent to that of
U Lliin strip of paper wound around the cone such that the angle between the
strip and a magnetic field line at the point of production is the same as the
angle between a magnetic field line and the velocity vector of the pion at
that point. Thus a pion for which the preceding angle is greater than 90°
will move to the right with an increasing angle that will not exceed 180 0 .
S
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A pion for which this angle is less than 90o will move to the left with the
ii
angle tner4asing as it undergoes aF, spiraling notion around the Magnetic flOW
lineea.	 After the angle. reaches 900 the pion will then 'begin roving to the
N
right and eventually exit the rocket engine. 	 Only a small fraction of the
charged pion#; will hove velocity vactors whose angle is sufficiently	 :mall
that Lhey will pares out of the engine on the left hand side.
Of the total mau,, energy of the proLcns and antiprotons 6Inndhllating,
about 60% is converted into the kinetic, energy of the charged pions produced.
They
 moan nwWhor or charged planN produced peer p-p 01lnihilatinn IN Llirvo. 	 HavII
charged pion has a mean kinetic energy of about 360 Mev.	 Consideraion of the
motion of these pionr: In the magnetic fieid leads to the result that 10% of
tkiem are lost through the sides of the magnstic field and 5% will pass out
through Lho small end of the engine.
	
Some of the charged pions will deelly i
into muons and neutrinos before exiting the engine. 	 A large fraction of the
muuns (which are charged) will exit to the right while contributing to Lhe
LhrusL, buL Lhe undirected neutrinos wil?. remove about lOg of the initial
kOWL14; eiierl;y the' charted pLuus.	 lu addltiw ► , about 5Z of 010 CAUCI;y Its 	 lue:L
in momentum components of the exiting charged particles that are perpendicular
to Like engine axis.
	 The net result is that about 40Z of the p-p mass energy
Is converted into the directed kinetic energy of the charged particle exhaust
that provides thrust.	 A reoptipization of the engine design concept, while
keeping the same overall engine size, might increase this fi6ure to 45Z or
5OX.	 The improved version would probably involve a magnoLic field with curved
lines of force and a repositioned annihilation region.
Only a small fraction of the mass energy that does not go into thrust
will be absorbed by engine components.
	 This is because the mean path length
in solids of the annihilation products is, for the most part, much larger than
the distances thay will travel through the components.
	
Thus, cooling required
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4for the engine componets will not be substaintially greater than for a
chumical rocket engine with the same energy production rate. The chief	
w^.
difference here will be in the fact that the heating is produced by high
energy particle radiation. The long term effects of such radiation on the
Ntruc,turn) Integrity of the engine have not been considered.
Although the power that goes into the production of thrust for the engine
as shown in Fig. 4 Is 2.4 x 10 4 megawatts ( for 30 ampres of antiprotons)
the thrust produced is only about 70 newtons (16 pounds force). This is a
consequence of the fact that the exhaust has the extremely high velocity of
about 95% of the velocity of light but a relatively low mass and, hence, low
momen t ilm .
With such a high exhaust velocity and low thrust a spacecraft employing
Sues vilgilleN laighL be sultable only for LnLersteMir travel. Con ►iidur r1
spacecraft whose total weight is roughly 100 times the thrust of each engine
(1600 lb or 7000 kg). ThLs is a base minimum Mass sufficient to Include 500 kill
each, per unglnu, of hydrogen and antihydrogen, the mars of each engL11e
(assumed Lo be about 100kg), plus other components. The mean velocity over
its travel time up to fuel exhaustion is somewhat under one half the velocity
U  IighL. Such :► Spacuerafl wuuLd have an acceleration of 0.1 M/S 2 (0.018)
and would reach a distance of roughly 10 light years from the solar System in
a few hundred years. Travel times much shorter than this are desirable. They
require a much larger acceleration which in turn requires a larger thrust and
larger thrust to weight ratio for each engine.
A larger thrust to weight ratio might be achievable by scaling the engine
to a much larger size than in Fig. 4. Let r be the linear scaling factor,
i.e., the length and width of the engine increase by this factor. If the
antiproton and hydrogen current densities are kept constant and the linear
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dimension of the cross section of the beans is increased by r, then the energy
prudueLl,oll ruLU and Lhrust ik cruaw: by a factor of rl . To Ikave tike charged
particle trajectories scale with the engine size requires that the magnetic
field strungth bu reduced by a Factor equal to r, This re sults in a reduction
In the coil current per unit area of the conical engine surface by the sitme
fr,eLUr.
Presuming that the coil weight per unit area decreases by the same
factor, then thu total weight of the coil and associated components and,
approximately, the weight of the engine increase by the factor r. Since the
thrust increases by r^, the thrust to weight ratio will increase approxi-
mately by r Thug by employing an engine like that of Fig. 4 but one hundred
or wore times larger in size it might be possible to make the thrust of the
engine comparable to or greater than Its weight. This In turn might n110w
accelerations on the order of one or a few m/sl on interstellar missions to F
Lite c1oNesL starLH and travel times on the order of a few tens of yea rs.
p
The above appruxluwate results for the capability or a spacecraft
CmislOyili ►, end inew of Lite type discussed in Li ► is section were (used oil Litt,
assumption of a single staged vehicle. Much improved capabilities could be
achieved If Lhe: above- spacecraft were the ffinal stage of a multistage
spacecraft. The lower stage or stages of such a multistage vehicle would have
rockeL engines of lower exhaust velocity and much higher mass and momentum
flow as well as much higher thrust. A concept for an antimatter annihilation
rocket motor that would have such exhaust properties is described in the next
bee Lion.
19
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}7. docket Engine with High Thrust
A rocket woLor with a lower velocity exhaust and highut LhrusL Lhail Lha L
described In the proceeding section would be achieved if some of the exhaust
energy of that engine could be transferred to additional matter that would
fors part of the exhaust. A modest increase in thrust for a fixed rate of
production of directed energy could result in an engine more suitable for Cho
upper stage of an Interstellar spacecraft. A substantial increase In thrust
could result in an engine suitable for use in a high performance inter
planotay spacecraft, in addition to being suitable for use in a lower or
1	 intermediate stage of an interstellar vehicle.
Tran gferral of exhaust energy to additional matter may be accomplished by
a collision coupling system. In such a system matter in the form of a gab is
introduced into Lho a nnihUntlon and/or exhaust region of the rocket engine.
Collisions between the particles produced by annihilation and the gas atoms
lead to a transferral of kinetic energy to the gas. In the prowess the gab
atoms become ionized, hence they can be directed rearward from the engine by ►
1a691iuLlc 1'161141. The ruesul t in an uxhauaL of ner ►rty Clio iariimu energy r ►n wl lh0 ► ul
the gas but with lower velocity and higher macs, momentum, and thrust.
A nimple weans to accomplish this would be to extend the conical coil of
the engine shown in Fig. 4 (or larger versions of this) to the right and
Introduce a gas into the extended region. However, the collision cross
section of pions with the nuclei is so low (roughly one hundred to a few
hundred millibarns) that the pions would have to travel on the average a few
to _several kilometers before striking a nucleus when the gas is at a density
as high as standard atmospheric density. Collisions with the electrons are no
more effective as an energy transferral mechanism. If the gas were ionized to
become a plasma, the pions would not have a significant increase in their
k
'f
I
t;
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'l energy loss over such distances. In such a collision coupling system a
t:lgniticuoL pueLLun of the pions would ducay into vuons. 'the muons would have
an even lower rate of energy transferral to the gas, since their nuclear
collision cross section Is less than that of pions, while other energy loss
mechanisms would be about the same.
Thus, to achieves an effective collision coupling system requires that the
charged pions from the annihilation and their decay wuonsi be confined by a
magnetic field for some time before having the possibility of exiting the
engine. During this time they would travel great distances within the collis-
Ion coupling region allowing thew to transfer nearly all of their energy to the
nuclel of n plasma occupying the region. Whereas; this may he possible by
employing time varying magnetic fields of the proper shape, it may be difficult
to achieve. Calculations indicate that certain parameters of the iyKtem, such
as confinement time, temperature, and density, have values that are greater
than are required to achieve controlled themonucloar fusion.
A poaul. le remedy to the above problem Is to replace the hydroi;eo, with
which OW WlLiproLons annihilate, with an element or tuu6upe with a greater
atomic number. The antiprotons would annihilate with protons in the nuclei
producing charged and 11eu4ral pluns, buCh kinds of which have u I ► li;l ►
probability of Interacting with the remaining nucleons in the nucleus. A
likely outcome of the interaction would be a cascade process withl:n the
nucleus resulting in spallation, evaporation and possible fission leading to
the production a few or several. light nuclides and Individual particles, all
of which have higher mass and lower velocity than the pions. If the isotope
chosen has nuclei of very high atomic number, e.g. 238 U, nuclear breakup in
itself might provide some additional energy beyond that due to annihilation
alone.
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IUse of a heavier element than hydrogen would, therefore, result in the
ungliuu uL Fig, 4 (or a scaled up version) haying a lower exhaust velocity and
higher thrust. This in itself may be more suitable For the rocket engines of
	 t.
I
	 the upper stage of an interstellar spacecraft. The use of a heavier element
than hydrogen, combined with the use of a collision coupling system, provides
the engine concept shown in Fig. 5. This would be suitable for use in an
Interplanetary spacecraft or In tlx: lower or an Lntermed`Late stage in an
interstellar vehicle.
The magnetic field in the engine is pulsed with a period of about 17
milliseconds. In Fig. 5 the field is shown in the maximum strength, or closed,
ronfikuratIon. Tn Lblo; configuration Lite flold has its greatest strength of
about 100,000 gauss at the entrance and. throat. When the field is in the
closed cunt Igurat Ion, antiprotons are Injected through Lite entrance: of Lhe
engine and a beam of neutral high atomic number stoma are injected through the
side. Annihilation occurs at Lite intersection polnt which Is at tl ►e cen4ur,
resulting Lot
	
nuclear f rabwentu that are confined by the wagne4ic
field. The heam of atoms cunti.nues flowing after annlhLLatLon hau occurred.
In each pulse it has a much higher total number of atoms than are required for
rinniIll JaLloin. This extras matter becomes ionized due to collisions wi4h Lite
nuclear fragments and forms a plasma which is confined by the magnetic field.
The fLeLd Is held in the closed configuration for 7 milliseconds. During; this
time the energy of the nuclear fragments is transferred to the unannihilated
nuclei.
After the 7 millisecond confinement the field is opened by allowing its
strength to decrease in the region of the throat. The plasma, whose mass and
energy are held mainly by the unannihiated nuclei, escapes rearward from the
engine providing thrust. For an average input of 2 x 1020 antiprotons per
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second the thrust is about 550,000 newtons (125,000 lb). Thus, For time surge
i ►►Nut ruse ui unLlprocons, this engine has considerably more thrust Lhun thu4
considered in the proceeding section.
The principal characteristics of this engine are summarized in Table 1.
Theme are based on certain assumptions in regard to the charge And mass
distribution of the nuclear fragments. The maximum temperature of the injected
natter is reached for only a very short time prior to the and of confinement.
Thu wean temperature is much less. With this consideration the plasma
confinement characteristics shown in the Cable are comparable to those of
prevent day plasma confinement machines.
8. Summary and Conculsions
Concepts have been presented here for some of the major, unique componetn
of an antimatter annihilation rocket.
An eluctrustatte means appears feasible for storing solid untihydruj;un
(ur ClLher amid unti ►mattur) by suspending It in u very high vacuum. However,
rJ epeeifiC way has 110e been devLaud fur the auceaaury cuntlnuuuu eaullnj; of
the antihydrogen.
IL appears that antiprutuns and positrons way be suparatuly extracted
from the solid antihydrogen through a particular means involving irradiation by
untraviolet light. This concept has been examined on only a semiquantitative
basis and more detailed quantitative work is required.
There seem to be no substantial problems involved In the transport of the
positrons to an auxiliary power generator by the use of magnetic and electric
fields. The same is not true, however, in regard to tranuporting the anti-
protons to the rocket engine wherein they undergo annihilation. Whereas by
the use of magnetic and electric fields they can indeed be moved From the
N
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onor;atoratq region to the engine, they must be slowed to 	 iov of laws than I
uv and be upatially concentrated. A weans to accomplish this has not been
devised.
Annihilation takes place within the rocket angina by crossing an
antiproton heam with n beam of atoms or molecules of matter. The annihilation
rate is governed by an atomic rearrangement collision that brings the anti-
protons close to the nuclei. It is evident that cross sections for these
rearrangement reactions are large enough so that noarly 100% of the anti-•
protonh can he onnihilated. however, the beam requirements for this -ire
dependent on an improved knowledge of the cross sections. This is particularly
Important In regard to the low energy and high concentration requlramenLi ► fur
the antiproton beam. Whereas the resultd of proton-antiproton annihilation are
wail undernLood, the results of the annihilation of antLprotuns wI th 1 ►uavy
nuclei is not. Knowledge of the charge and mass distribution of the nuclear
fral;MC ► ► is: would peralt Improved accuracy in the deters ► inaLlon of Lhe
bpvclflcatiuns of Lhu high thruuL annihilation rocket engine.
The concepts prenuitud here for the two annihllation rocket: englnvls
demonstrate that thruct can be produced from matter-antimatter annihilation
With an efficiency for annihilation energy to thrust cnergy conversion
approaching 50%. The principles upon which these engines are based are fairly
aLraightfoward, but many details are not treated hare. Of particular
Importance are details relating to engine weights and optimization of design.
i
y
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lFig. 1
	 p-H rearrangement cross section as a function of collision energy
K, w1surxe no t
 1s Lloo first Ilallr r id Lus of 1 ►ydrohen mul u w ow
cl ►uruu of tike uieCtron.
Fig. 2
	 Suspension of stored antimatter in a vacuum by an alocrtrlc Fluid
1►nd traoufuc or antimatter from storaku.
Fig. 3	 Cross section Of a mechanism for the vacuum suspension of
antimatter designed in such a way that all evaporated antatoms
from the antimatter utrtku the mutter uurfacou at vw j1 angluu.
Fig. 4	 Concept for a high exhaust velocity antimatter annihilation rocket
engine.
Flu. 5	 Concept for a Ilish thcuut untimatter annihilation rocket 4nbine.
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Table 1	 Principal Characteristics of the HighN  Thrust Engine.
Antiproton flow rate average ..••. ► . r.........•
injected !batter atomic Mass no. *00.900900*000.
r
injected matter flow rata (average) 000000 00 00 0
fu11 cycle . .....000000......0000&......•0
	 •
confinement time . 0..rr.r...0. . 0•..rr....... ► .•
plasma density in confinement . . r..........o•.v
maximum tempe rature ..........0...0.•0.... ► ....
mean distance traveled by nuclide ... 000..♦-0000
ex1am4t kinetic energy •.....r.. ► ^....^.......•
exhaust velocity .•.r ► r ► ...rrr^r•..r ► .0r0...•0.
thruor ...................... ........ ^.=.s..
fraction of annihilation energy converted
into directed exhaust energy ............
2 x 1020 particles/sec.
240 (approx.)
9 x 1024 atoms or cons/uec.
17 nillisec
7 millisec
1.5 x .10 1b atoms or ions/cm3
2.6 x 108 °X
500 Wa
100 aWatomic, inatin unit
140 ks/sec.
550,000 Newtons (125,000 1b.)
50%
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